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Abstract

As the reach of large language models (LMs)
expands globally, their ability to cater to diverse
cultural contexts becomes crucial. Despite ad-
vancements in multilingual capabilities, models
are not designed with appropriate cultural nu-
ances. In this paper, we show that multilingual
and Arabic monolingual LMs exhibit bias to-
wards entities associated with Western culture.
We introduce CAMeL, a novel resource of 628
naturally-occurring prompts and 20,504 cultural
entities spanning eight entity types. CAMeL
provides a foundation for measuring cultural
biases in LMs through both extrinsic and intrin-
sic evaluations. Using CAMeL, we examine
the cross-cultural performance in Arabic of 12
different LMs on tasks such as story generation,
NER, and sentiment analysis and find concern-
ing cases of stereotyping and cultural unfairness.
We further test their text-infilling capability, re-
vealing incapability of appropriate adaptation
to Arab cultural contexts. Finally, we analyze 6
Arabic pre-training corpora and find that com-
monly used sources such as Wikipedia may not
be suited to build culturally aware LMs.

1 Introduction

We live in a multicultural world, where the diversity
of cultures enriches our global community. In light
of the global deployment of LMs, it is crucial to
ensure these models grasp the cultural distinctions
of diverse communities. Despite progress to bridge
the language barrier gap (Ahuja et al., 2023; Yong
et al., 2022), LMs still struggle at capturing cultural
nuances and adapting to specific cultural contexts
(Hershcovich et al., 2022). Truly multicultural LMs
should not only communicate across languages but
do so with an awareness of cultural sensitivities,
fostering a deeper global connection.

As we show in Figure 1, LMs fail at appropriate
cultural adaptation in Arabic when asked to provide
completions to various prompts, often suggesting
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Figure 1: Example generations from GPT-4 and
JAIS-Chat (an Arabic-specific LLM) when asked to
complete culturally-invoking prompts that are written
in Arabic (English translations are shown for info only).
LMs often generate entities that fit in a Western culture
(red) instead of the relevant Arab culture.

and prioritizing Western-centric content. For exam-
ple, LMs refer to alcoholic beverages even when
the prompt in Arabic explicitly mentions Islamic
prayer. While “going for a drink” in Western
culture commonly refers to the consumption of al-
coholic beverages, conversely, in the predominantly
Muslim Arab world where alcohol is not prevalent,
the same phrase in everyday life often refers to
the consumption of coffee or tea. Western-centric
entities are also generated by LMs when suggest-
ing people’s names and food dishes, despite being
inappropriate to the cultural context of the prompts.
Such observations raise concerns, as users may find
it upsetting to see inadequate cultural representa-
tion by LMs in their own languages. This leads to
the question: do LMs exhibit bias towards Western
entities in non-English, non-Western languages ?
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Figure 2: We construct CAMeL, a dataset of masked prompts created from naturally occurring contexts from Twitter
(a.k.a. X) and comprehensive lists of Arab and Western entities. CAMeL enables various types of cultural bias
measurements, including text infilling tests, fairness evaluation on downstream tasks, and stereotype evaluation in
LM generations. Prompts and cultural entities are in Arabic (English translations are shown for information only).

While considerable effort has gone into exploring
social biases (An et al., 2023; Cao et al., 2022),
religious biases (Abid et al., 2021a,b), and ethnic
biases (Ahn and Oh, 2021), much less work has
examined the cultural appropriateness of LMs
in the non-Western and non-English environments.
This paper aims to measure the biased inclinations
of LMs towards Western culture-associated entities.
We focus our study on the Arabic language and
study Western bias in LMs trained on Arabic.

Our study is centered around cultural entities,
as they are important aspects of cultural heritage
(Montanari, 2006; Tajuddin, 2018) and can sym-
bolize regional identities (Gómez-Bantel, 2018).
Analyzing how LMs behave with culturally diverg-
ing entities from such types is key in measuring
potential biases. We compile representative lists
of cultural entities beyond frequently encountered
terms, such as ones found in typical lists on the web
or generated by LMs when prompted to list entities.
Our dataset covers entities across eight entity types
that exhibit cultural variation: (1) person names, (2)
food dishes, (3) beverages, (4) clothing items, (5)
locations (cities), (6) literary authors, (7) religious
places of worship, and (8) sports clubs.

In summary, our contributions are as follows:

• We introduce CAMeL (Cultural Appro-
priateness Measure Set for LMs), a dataset
for measuring cultural biases in LMs (see
Figure 2). CAMeL provides 628 naturally oc-
curring masked prompts collected from Twit-
ter/X and an extensive list of 20,504 Arab and

Western entities as prompt mask fillings. We
cover eight entity types that exhibit cultural
variation. Entities were collected via entity
extraction from Wikidata and CommonCrawl.

• Using CAMeL, we examine how downstream
models behave when presented with entities
from Arab and Western cultures. Our results
reveal concerning cases of cultural stereo-
types in LM-generated stories (association of
Arab names with poverty/traditionalism and
cultural unfairness (better NER tagging of
Western entities, higher association of Arab
entities with negative sentiment.

• We benchmark the ability of 12 different LMs
trained on Arabic at culturally-appropriate
text infilling. Our results show that even when
prompts explicitly contain references to Arab
culture, where only entities associated with
Arab culture are appropriate prompt fillings,
LMs still exhibit high levels of bias towards
Western-associated entities.

• Prevalence of Western content in Arabic cor-
pora may be a key contributor to the observed
biases in LMs. We analyze the cultural rele-
vance of 6 commonly used Arabic pre-training
corpora by training n-gram LMs on each cor-
pus and comparing their text infilling perfor-
mance on CAMeL. We find that sources such
as Wikipedia and web-crawls may not be ideal
for building culturally-aware LMs.
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